International Precision Gear Manufacturer, Gear Technology, Receives Highest SAE Quality Management Systems Certification

Rancho Cucamonga (CA) (March 5, 2009)…The highest standards of quality, safety and manufacturing efficiency has been awarded to Gear Technology, a leading international precision gear manufacturer, with ISO 9001:2000 and AS9100B:2004 certifications by the International Standards Authority (ISA) Registrar.

“All of these high-level certifications represent our ongoing commitment to superior product quality, customer value and personal customer service,” Tom Marino, President of Gear Technology, said. “We are pleased to have met the highest level of SAE International standards of quality management systems. The recognition confirms our dedication to environmentally safe and cost-efficient manufacturing processes.”

Gear Technology has been manufacturing quality precision gears for some of the world’s largest and most widely recognized aerospace, military and commercial manufacturers since 1986. Today the company occupies over 16,320 square feet of modern manufacturing space with state-of-the-art, computer-controlled equipment.

“Our integrated manufacturing processes, including sophisticated job tracking systems, ensures products are produced with careful attention to the most intricate engineering detail and product specifications,” Marino said. “The company also offers gear blanking, engineering consultation and sophisticated inventory management services.”

###

About Gear Technology

The Gear Technology team of manufacturing and quality control professionals and skilled craftsmen are dedicated to providing the highest quality products and personal customer service. Our attention to every detail throughout the manufacturing process, with careful planning and critical inspection points, ensures 100% compliance with your product specifications. We offer long-term agreements, Kan-Ban shipping, just-in-time inventory management, and free engineering consultation to increase the Lean Manufacturing of your products. With decades of knowledge and experience, you can count on Gear Technology for all your high-performance, precision gears.